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“Nowadays people know the price of ev-
erything and the value of nothing.” 

   - Oscar Wilde

Too often startups take a dan-
gerous route to setting price: 
just looking at how much it 
costs to make and how much 

competitors are charging, and then set-
ting the price in between.  The ambitious 
may even include “willingness to pay” to 
justify the numbers (but we now know 
better than that).  But there is a better 
way.  While costs and the competitive 
alternatives are certainly relevant inputs 
to pricing decisions, these companies are 
missing a critical component of pricing 
that causes them to leak profits.  Top-
notch pricing organizations know that 
understanding and quantifying customer 
value needs to be at the heart of these 
decisions.   

If you’re like most, this is where you say 
“But my business is different!  These eco-

nomic calculations just don’t work for 
us.”  But I disagree.  Is it hard?  Sure it is.  
If it weren’t, we’d all be much better at 
understanding how to win with pricing.  
The reality is, if you are having trouble 
understanding and estimating your eco-
nomic value, more than likely you are 
facing the bigger problem of not truly 
understanding how your product posi-
tively impacts your customer financially.  
And that is a big problem that needs to 
be addressed, especially in B2B markets.

Ready to get started?  Follow these four 
steps to quantifying customer value and 
you’ll be on the path to pricing like the 
pros.

Step One:  Identify the Alternative 
Better pricing is achieved by under-
standing how much more or less eco-
nomic value you drive relative to the 
other options that are available.  Ac-
cordingly, the first step to understanding 
your value is to identify, from the cus-
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that understanding and quantifying 
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ful than your competitors’ and apply-
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to beginning his MBA at MIT Sloan, 
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tomer’s point of view, the competition 
(also known as the NBCA – Next Best 
Competitive Alternative).   

Let’s say we are in the software business, 
and one potential customer is currently 
using IBM’s solution which costs $250 
per month, while another customer is 
doing “nothing” (or managing in house, 
depending on how you look at it).  In the 
first case, we’ll need to look for ways we 
provide differentiated value above and 
beyond IBM’s $250 solution in order to 
capture a premium.  In the second ex-
ample, our story needs to illustrate how 
we are better than doing nothing and il-
lustrate the value we provide above cur-
rent practices in order to get customers 
to sign up.

There are three important implications 
here.  First, the competition is your 
friend!  We will 
build upon the 
NBCA’s offer 
(over-priced or 
under-priced, it 
is a real option 
for customers 
to purchase) 
and identify 
ways we deliver 
more value.  It 
is much easier 
to find small 
additional value 
above the IBM 
offer than it is to find a ton of value from 
the ground up, as is the case when the 
NBCA is “do nothing.”  This is a ma-
jor challenge for startups in a new space.  
Try to overcome it by looking for realis-
tic but favorable NBCAs for your prod-
uct.  For example, instead of “do noth-
ing,” are they really managing internally?  
What does that cost them in salary?

Second, as we see in this example, dif-
ferent customers have different NBCAs, 
so your value story will change from 
customer to customer.  You may be 5% 
better than IBM but 50% better than in-
house, which leads to different levels of 
differentiated value. 

And third, these NBCAs have different 

price tags.  Since we are looking for in-
cremental value above our competition, 
this leads to different levels of total value 
added, and different absolute prices.  In 
other words, we are $150 better than “do 
nothing” vs. $50 better than IBM – total 
value of $150 ($0 + $150) vs. $300 ($250 
+ $50). 

Identifying your competition may seem 
like a no-brainer, but it has big impli-
cations for segmentation, offer design, 
customer targeting, and sales proposition 
(all topics for another day). So put some 
thought into this and pick an NBCA 
that is relevant to a current sale and will 
be useful down the road.

Step Two:  Quantify Your Superiority 
This is where it gets fun.  We are ready 
to really dig into how your product is 
better than what is happening today (the 

NBCA).  Back 
to the software 
example – our 
product helps 
our customers’ 
systems work 
5% faster than 
if they use the 
IBM solution.  
But what does 
faster mean?  
Why do com-
panies want 
faster?  

In 2008 at eBay, faster systems meant 
more revenue per listing.  The site was 
loading too slowly and eBay was losing 
out on buyer bids in the final seconds 
of an auction.  A faster system captured 
more last second bids in time, creat-
ing higher sell prices, happier sellers, 
and a higher fee for eBay.  In a call cen-
ter, faster systems might lower call time 
and reduce telecomm and labor costs.  
The same feature can drive different 
amounts, and different types, of value 
for different customers. 

Let’s dig into the eBay example.  How 
do we put a number to this value?  The 
simpler the math, the better.  You will 
want to show your customers how you 
came up with the number, so it’s best to 

avoid partial differential equations and 
other forms of analytical confusion.  

Start with some reasonably conservative 
assumptions and basic customer knowl-
edge.  Let’s say a system that is 5% faster 
than the IBM offer means there is 1% 
better chance an additional bid is placed 
on any given auction item (compared to 
the performance with IBM’s solution), 
and the average bid increment is $1.00.  
eBay gets a 5% commission on sales, and 
handles 10 million auctions per month.  
These assumptions let us roughly quan-
tify the performance above and beyond 
IBM, the NBCA.  There is always more 
than one way to quantify this value, so 
consider how your customer will think 
about it, what data you have, and what 
data you can easily get.

Feature:  System runs 5% faster than 
IBM   

s Probability of additional bid: 1%    
(source: performance tests, assumption)

s Average incremental bid: $1.00   (source: 
customer research)

s eBay commission (%): 5%   (source: cus-
tomer website)

s eBay auctions per month: 10,000,000     
(source: customer research)

s Value delivered: $5,000 per month     
(source: calculated)

Based on this math, we believe we add 
$5,000 / month of positive differential 
value (what is above and beyond what 
IBM offers for $250 / month).  This 
demonstrates that we are impacting such 
a massively important value driver to 
eBay that even a slight performance ad-
vantage over IBM allows us to justify a 
significant price premium.

At this point, don’t worry too much 
about perfecting the numbers, just be 
conservative.  Roughly right is better 
than precisely wrong.  As you move for-
ward, customer conversations, annual 
reports, pilot programs, and field tests 
will help refine the inputs.  The impor-
tant thing is to understand how we are 
driving value, and roughly how much it 
is worth.

In 2008 at eBay, faster 
systems meant more revenue 
per listing ... A faster system 
captured more last second 
bids in time, creating higher 
sell prices, happier sellers, 
and a higher fee for eBay. 
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Your story must be fair and believable to gain any 
traction with the customer, and a key step is to 
acknowledge that the NBCA does have some economic 
advantages. 

Step Three:  Acknowledge Your Defi-
ciencies 
Your story must be fair and believable 
to gain any traction with the customer, 
and a key step is to acknowledge that the 
NBCA does have some economic advan-
tages.   If a customer thinks we didn’t 
look at the entire picture, they may think 
we’re cooking the books in our favor and 
not providing a real view of the world.

Situations with no negative differen-
tial value are extremely rare, so be care-
ful skipping this step.  If the NBCA has 
superior performance on a different fea-
ture, you can replicate math like we used 
above.  Another very common negative 
differentiator is the switching cost from 
the current solution, often in the form of 
installation time or employee training.  
Let’s look at how we may quantify the 
installation cost in our example:

Feature: Installation & Training Cost 
(Negative)

s IT Man hours to install and train: 120   
(source: assumption)

s Fully loaded IT staff cost per hour: 
$50   (source: market research)

s Amortization period (months): 36     
(source: assumption)

s Negative Differential Value: $166 per 
month   (source: calculated)

Just like in our calculations on positive 
differential value, we want to use num-
bers that make a conservative case.  The 
value here is very small compared to the 
positives, so use numbers your customer 
will believe and quickly make the case is 
not a big issue.

Step Four:  Put it Together and Cap-
ture Your Value 
In most cases, you’ll have multiple posi-
tive and negative drivers to consider, but 
for now we’re keeping it simple.  We have 
our NBCA identified as the $250/month 
IBM solution.  We have determined that 
we provide an additional $5,000/month 
in positive value, but have a negative 
differentiation of $166/month.  So now 
what?

Our net differentiated value (positive 

value minus negative value, in this case 
$5,000 - $166) is $4,834/month.  Since 
we are more valuable than the IBM of-
fer, their price of $250/month becomes 
a hard floor for our pricing.  Anything 
below this number can be very danger-
ous.  Our ceiling is that differentiation 
plus the price of the NBCA, or $5,084 
($5,000 -$166 + $250).  Above this price 
you are asking your customer to make an 
economically irrational decision.

So here we have created our pricing band 
– from $250 to $5,084 per month.  De-
cisions on how to share that value cre-

ation band with your customers (e.g. 
where to set your price) depend on your 
company’s strategy, the industry dy-
namics, and degree of innovation.  In 
mature and highly competitive markets 
where innovation happens on the fring-
es, companies typically capture 10% of 
that differential value.  In this case, that 
would mean 10% of $4,834 (net dif-
ferentiation) on top of the NBCA price, 
or roughly $733/month ($250 + $483).  
More aggressive companies who focus 
on profit or operate in younger markets 

often captured roughly 30% of the net 
differential value.  In some cases, such as 
highly innovative products where psy-
chological drivers are in play or unquan-
tifiable pain points exist, nearly 100% of 
that value can be captured.

With this analysis in hand, your com-
pany can make informed commercial 
strategy decisions.  Value-based pric-
ing is not just about coming up with a 
price.  It will help expose the core value 
of your business and provide a deeper 
understanding of how you are impact-
ing your customer base, and how that 

impact varies from customer to cus-
tomer.  It will change the way you think 
about your competition, marketing and 
sales, and product development.   And at 
a minimum, you can maybe prove Oscar 
Wilde wrong and understand the value 
of at least one thing – your own product.

The author would like to recognize Dr. Tom 
Nagle and his book The Strategy and Tactics 
of Pricing from which most of this information 
was sourced.
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Pricing is a significant lever that 
directly impacts a company’s rev-
enue, profitability and customer 
relationships. Companies of all 

sizes are beginning to understand the 
power of pricing. There is an effort from 
industry leaders to invest in building a 

pricing team, setting up formal pricing 
process checks and investing in technol-
ogy that support effective pricing. The 
growing global interest in pricing strat-
egy has led to a noticeable increase in the 
ranks of chief pricing officers and a surge 
in the use of price optimization technol-
ogy. 

If you prod a little, though, you find that 
the pricing capabilities at most compa-
nies lack potency. Despite pockets of 
analytical expertise in pricing, in many 
cases the insights gained by existing 
internal technology systems and data 
collection processes do not convince 
or even reach pricing decision makers, 
pointing to serious issues in the over-
all pricing infrastructure. All too often, 
time is invested in searching for the right 
data and fetching it, instead of spend-
ing time to analyze the same. Increasing 
awareness of this problem is resulting in 
a growing demand for a best-fit solution 
that can solve the complex pricing prob-
lems in a firm. 

Organizations today have myriad tech-
nologies (ERP, SCM, CRM, etc.) imple-
mented with data residing in multiple 
locations. Information on product, avail-
ability, customer, etc., can potentially 
and powerfully influence your pric-

ing decisions if brought together and 
analyzed effectively. Figure 1 shows the 
stakeholders, enablers and influencers for 
pricing decisions.

After carrying out a thorough analysis 
of current pricing strategy, process, tech-
nology and organizational strength, it is 
natural for a company to carefully as-
sess their situation and look for a solu-
tion to solve organization-wide issues in 
the pricing process. Companies need to 
follow a structured methodology to de-
velop optimal solutions and achieve the 
organization’s pricing goals. Analyzing 
the combination of internal processes 
and technological competency brings 
to light opportunities for improvement. 
This article focuses on the issue from an 
IT solution perspective. 

Pricing tools cannot operate in isolation 
and have to integrate with the current IT 
landscape of the organization. Pricing 
decision in an enterprise is a collabora-
tive effort between the different entities, 
systems and factors that influence the 
decision. 

With a multitude of stakeholders - mar-
keting, operations, sales and finance, 
looking at pricing from their own van-
tage points, it is imperative that a system 

Selecting the Right Tools to  
Solve Your Pricing Problems

Despite the rapidly growing, global 
focus on the importance of interal pric-
ing departments and organization-wide 
pricing strategies, the pricing capabilities 
at most companies still lack the potency 
necessary to be effective. Many times, 
the coplexity of the existing IT infra-
structure in combination with missing 
pricing processes makes organizations 
hesitant to adopt new pricing systems. A 
crucial element in the “Pricing Journey” 
is to make sure any changes in the IT 
eco-system have minimal impact on the 
day to day operations. In this article, the 
authors present a plan for implementing 
a smooth transition. Utsav Bhatt is a 
consultant and Ayan Seal is lead consul-
tant for L&T Infotech Price and Reve-
nue Management. They can be reached 
at Ayan.Seal@lntinfotech.com or online 
at www.lntinfotech.com. 
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Pricing is a significant lever that directly impacts a company’s revenue, profitability and customer 
relationships. Companies of all sizes are beginning to understand the power of pricing. There is an 
effort from industry leaders to invest in building a pricing team, setting up formal pricing process 
checks and investing in technology that support effective pricing. The growing global interest in 
pricing strategy has led to a noticeable increase in the ranks of chief pricing officers and a surge 
in the use of price optimization technology.  

If you prod a little, though, you find that the pricing capabilities at most companies lack potency. 
Despite pockets of analytical expertise in pricing, in many cases the insights gained by existing 
internal technology systems and data collection processes do not convince or even reach pricing 
decision makers, pointing to serious issues in the overall pricing infrastructure. All too often, time 
is invested in searching for the right data and fetching it, instead of spending time to analyze the 
same. Increasing awareness of this problem is resulting in a growing demand for a best-fit solution 
that can solve the complex pricing problems in a firm. Organizations today have myriad 
technologies (ERP, SCM, CRM, etc.) implemented with data residing in multiple locations. 
Information on product, availability, customer, etc., can potentially and powerfully influence 
your pricing decisions if brought together and analyzed effectively. Figure 1 shows the 
stakeholders, enablers and influencers for pricing decisions. 

After carrying out a thorough analysis of current pricing strategy, process, technology and 
organizational strength, it is natural for a company to carefully assess their situation and look for 
a solution to solve organization-wide issues in the pricing process. Companies need to follow a 
structured methodology to develop optimal solutions and achieve the organization’s pricing goals. 
Analyzing the combination of internal processes and technological competency brings to light 
opportunities for improvement. This article focuses on the issue from an IT solution perspective.  

Pricing tools cannot operate in isolation and have to integrate with the current IT landscape of 
the organization. Pricing decision in an enterprise is a collaborative effort between the different 
entities, systems and factors that influence the decision.  

Fig 1 - Source: L&T Infotech 

Figure 1
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Carefully assess current 
process and system 
landscape to identify 
needed improvements in 
process and technology.

is built keeping in mind the viewpoints 
and needs of all key stakeholders. The 
stakeholders themselves could be using 
existing systems that store relevant data. 

The finance department is often consid-
ered to be the guardian of profitability. 
They are the ones who actively manage 
profitability as a performance metric and 
keep a close eye on revenue leakage and 
margin loss. The marketing folks orga-
nize pricing globally across channels and 
look at increasing revenue through cross-
sell and up-selling. They look at tracking 
the profitability of each product, chan-
nel, customer or customer segment. The 
sales organization typically wants re-
peatable and higher priced deal closure 
while keeping a close watch on the time 
gap between the RFP response and clos-
ing the sale. They would certainly ben-
efit from good quality quotes and with 
quantified messages about the differenti-
ated value. Operations looks at reducing 
costs and increase quality while tackling 
rising input costs and changes in regula-
tory compliance. 

Data integration with some of the criti-
cal systems in current use is the key here. 
Integration may take place between sys-
tems as diverse as Customer Relation-
ship Management (CRM), Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP), Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) and/or Business In-
telligence (BI). Pricing decisions are also 
influenced by the business model, cus-
tomer base the company is targeting, the 
competitive environment and the prod-
uct positioning.

When it comes to effective IT/pricing 
integration, different organizations op-
erate in varying state of maturity. They 
could be operating across a fragmented 
landscape primarily through email, Ex-
cel spreadsheets and mainframe, etc. 
Some companies have invested in de-
veloping their own proprietary tool to 
manage their pricing process and data or 
attempted to manage pricing within the 
resident ERP. These systems have limited 
capability and the companies are con-
straint by the limited features. 

While there are pros and cons to using 

each of the above approaches, these strat-
egies cannot be standardized across all 
departments in a company. As soon as a 
company embarks on a pricing journey 
to streamline and fine-tune the strate-
gies across multiple product lines or ge-
ographies, these approaches becomes far 
too limiting in their ability to serve as an 
organization-wide platform for analysis. 

Some of the reasons to consider a best in 
class pricing software are listed below:
t Multiple data sources and systems 
t Lack of access to data/analytics to sup-

port exception decisions
t Constraint ability to collect & analyze 

key data supporting price decisions
t Complexity in current business environ-

ment:
•	 Multiple SKU, complex product 

structure and variants
•	 Complex & inconsistent product 

hierarchy
•	 Diverse customers with across mul-

tiple territories
•	 Industry regulations necessitates 

multiple pricing types 
•	 Complex contract types 

At the end of the day, the pricing and IT 
systems need to be able to address these 
top issues:
t Need for simplicity and an integrated 

environment
t Difficultly in executing and monitoring 

pricing strategy 
t Contextual price setting and optimiza-

tion 
t Inability to tap revenue leakage from 

Quote-to-Billing process
t Longer quote turnaround time owing 

to ‘system hopping’

On their own, ERP systems are effective 
in capturing and processing transactions, 
but may not provide the best-in-class 
environment for analyzing pricing effec-
tiveness. Also, an improvement in pric-
ing and revenue optimization is being 
looked upon as a way by which compa-
nies can generate positive returns for the 
investments made in the CRM initiative. 
CRM by itself serves the purposes of in-
creasing customer retention, responding 
to competitive pressures and improving 
service to customers. However, in order 

to handle complex deal optimization 
scenarios, manage complex customer 
segmentation, etc. you need a special-
ized tool to deliver results and positively 
impact your decision making capability. 
Thus, Price and Revenue Management 
systems would act as a link with afore-
mentioned systems to maximize benefits 
out of them and contribute to the bot-
tom-line of an organization.

Given how complex the IT set-up is in 
most organizations, in order to gain 
a pricing advantage, a scientific and 
structured methodology needs to be 
followed in order to identify the best-fit 
solution. During the process, establish 
the core business objectives and facilitate 
prioritization of the same. Then, follow 
up by putting a phased implementation 
plan in place to achieve the pricing goals 
and seeking senior management buy-in 
and participation. 

There are three phases that we recom-
mend in the pricing journey:

t Discovery: Carefully assess current 
process and system landscape to iden-
tify needed improvements in process and 
technology;

t Evaluation: Meticulously evaluate 
the best-fit vendor tool or identify the 
improvements required in an existing 
system which can deliver the maximum 
benefit; and finally,

t Implementation: Integrate the solu-
tion to realize pricing goals.

An organization-wide discovery exercise 
can quickly bring to light some of the 
improvement opportunities and high-
lights pressing business needs. This list 
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can then to fine tuned according to the 
phased approach to be adopted to ensure 
there is better alignment between what is 
expected from the solution and the sys-
tem readiness while also ensuring that 
the overall goals of the pricing program 
are being met. 

The Evaluation phase looks at various 
options available in front of businesses 
to tackle some of the tactical and stra-
tegic problems related to price and rev-
enue management. The solution could be 
to implement a best-fit tool, customize 
the existing system or re-engineer some 
of the key business processes. Based on 
unique business environments and com-

pany needs, solutions are logically de-
rived after taking into account all the 
relevant aspects.

There are a sizable number of vendors 
in the market that offer price optimiza-
tion and management solutions. For a 
company seeking to adopt a new vendor 
tool, it is essential to identify the right 
vendors, screen them on requirements, 
measure their experience in similar situ-
ations and ensure that their solutions 
cover industry best practices. Each prod-
uct vendor comes with their own special-
ization to address specific business areas 
and industry segments. It is important to 
engage each in a structured manner to 
provide a platform for appropriate tool 
selection from both a functional and 
technical perspective. 

The following are the three steps for the 
evaluation process (Figure 2):

1) Requirement Assessment: 

t The assessment commences after de-
tailed interaction with stakeholders pres-
ent in different organizational functions 
like finance, operation, marketing and 
sales provide an understanding of the 
company’s requirements for a new pric-
ing tool. In order to implement strate-
gic pricing initiatives it is important to 
change the narrow functional view on 
pricing subject. 

t Using this understanding of the orga-

nizational pricing requirements as a base-
line, a gap analysis of current processes 
and systems should be carried out.

t This analysis helps in making the 
choice between going for an off-the-shelf 
system and improvising the current sys-
tem.

2) Solution identification:

Having conducted the requirement as-
sessment stage, companies will decide 
between procuring a new system and im-
proving the current system. 

If a new tool needs to be procured, a few 
important steps need to be implemented;

t Pre-qualify vendors and de-brief se-

lected vendors on requirements

t Specify evaluation topics covering the 
executive, functional and technical per-
spectives of the pricing tool you are look-
ing for

t Hold a workshop with selected ven-
dors and stakeholders to rate each tool 
based on your evaluation points

t Analyze the results and select a solu-
tion

If the decision post requirement assess-
ment stage is to improve the existing sys-
tem, then the gap analysis report should 

be converted into a tech-
nical specification. Essen-
tially, this would outline a 
process for designing new 
features in the system, 
keeping industry best 
practices in mind. Regu-
lar status update meet-
ings with the stakeholders 
would help in keeping the 
alignment intact.

3) Solution approval:

Once an off-the-shelf sys-
tem has been selected or 
in-house system improve-

ment designs are ready, executive level 
review should be completed to bring a 
logical conclusion to the evaluation jour-
ney.

A structured and well defined evalua-
tion process takes emotions out of deci-
sion making and makes the journey well 
guided.

Conclusion
Most organizations today have a complex 
IT landscape. A crucial element in the 
“Pricing Journey” is to make sure any 
changes in the eco-system have minimal 
impact to the day to day operations. 

This requires a thorough knowledge of 
existing systems and the solution to be 
implemented.

               L&T Infotech Confidential Page 6 of 7 

situations and ensure that their solutions cover industry best practices. Each product vendor 
comes with their own specialization to address specific business areas and industry segments. It is 
important to engage each in a structured manner to provide a platform for appropriate tool 
selection from both a functional and technical perspective.  

The following are the three steps for the evaluation process (Figure 2): 

1. Requirement Assessment:  
• The assessment commences after detailed interaction with stakeholders present in 

different organizational functions like finance, operation, marketing and sales provide an 
understanding of the company’s requirements for a new pricing tool. In order to 
implement strategic pricing initiatives it is important to change the narrow functional view 
on pricing subject.  

• Using this understanding of the organizational pricing requirements as a baseline, a gap 
analysis of current processes and systems should be carried out. 

• This analysis helps in making the choice between going for an off-the-shelf system and 
improvising the current system. 

 

2. Solution identification: 

Having conducted the requirement assessment stage, companies will decide between 
procuring a new system and improving the current system.  

If a new tool needs to be procured, a few important steps need to be implemented; 
• Pre-qualify vendors and de-brief selected vendors on requirements 
• Specify evaluation topics covering the executive, functional and technical perspectives of 

the pricing tool you are looking for 
• Hold a workshop with selected vendors and stakeholders to rate each tool based on your 

evaluation points 
• Analyze the results and select a solution 

Fig 2- Source: L&T Infotech 

Figure 2
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The world runs on data. Every 
decision, no matter the mag-
nitude, is based on data. They 
can take many forms, but are 

broadly classified as numbers or words, 
or better yet, quantitative and qualita-
tive, respectively. 

Data, of course, are not very useful be-
cause they’re usually raw and chaotic. 
They have to be organized, cleaned, of-
ten aggregated or summarized, and used 
in a model to draw out important ele-
ments – information – useful for deci-
sion making. This certainly holds for 
every business function, not the least of 
which is pricing. 

Pricing analysts typically build models, 
usually regression models, from inter-
nal databases such as a data warehouse 
or “data mart” organized into tables of 
customer purchases. A data mart is a 
specialized subset of a data warehouse 
for a business department or function. 

For example, the marketing department 
of a national seller of exercise equipment 
maintains a data mart of all the equip-
ment sold to private gyms, schools, insti-
tutions, and households. National mar-
keting campaigns in a highly competitive 
market are developed and tracked using 
this data mart. Pricing models are also 
built by a team of pricing analysts using 
this data. 

The equipment seller’s product sales are 
in tables called Orders, Products, and 
Customers. The Orders table contains 
data about each order with fields for an 
order number, order date, ship date, or-
der quantity, product ID number (PID), 
and customer ID number (CID). The 
Products table has fields for a linking 
PID, product description, current price, 
and maybe price change history. The 
Customers table has a linking CID, cus-
tomer name, address, and maybe some 
demographics. 

By linking, filtering, 
and aggregating the ta-
bles, perhaps with SQL 
commands, the pricing 
analyst can build a table 
of quantity ordered of a 
product (say, treadmills 
by schools), the relevant 
prices, and pertinent 
aggregate customer in-
formation. The pricing 
analyst could sample 
the records using an 
appropriate sampling 
technique such as sim-
ple random sampling or 
stratified random sam-
pling dividing the data 
into training, valida-
tion, and test tables. In 
the end, a Pricing Data 
Table (PDT) ready for 
modeling will be pro-
duced. 

The pricing analyst 
would typically build a 
regression model (using 

OLS – Ordinary Least Squares) which 
is usually straightforward with quantity 
sold or sales on the left-hand side and 
prices (own and cross prices), maybe a 
time trend if the data are times series, 
and some demographic variables such 
as income on the right-hand side. Some 
corrections for heteroskedasticity or au-
tocorrelation (depending on the data 
type) may also be done. Finally, elastici-
ties, the key piece of information needed 
for pricing decisions, would be estimated 
and proposals for price changes or price 
setting for a new offering will be made. 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Since the data in the PDT are observed, 
it is natural to believe they reflect the 
“real world” – what people actually do 
– and are therefore the correct data, the 
only data, needed for pricing. What is 
better for estimating elasticities than 
“real data”? 

When developing pricing strategy, pric-

ing analysts typically build models from 

internal databases such as a data ware-

house or “data mart” organized into 

tables of customer purchases. However, 

oftentimes these data sets, because they 

are based on purchasing decisions, do 

not reflect the buying behaviors of the 

entire buyer market. The data sets actu-

ally represent self-selected samples, and 

because of self-selection, the samples are 

not random, but biased, as the author 

explains. Walter R. Paczkowski, Ph.D. 

is President of Data Analytics Corp. He 

can be reached at info@dataanalytics 

corp.com. 

Pricing Models: Beware of Self-Selection Bias

Figure 1: A Typical Pricing Modeling Process
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Real World Data 
It’s true that the data in the PDT reflect 
what people really did in the market; 
their preferences were revealed by their 
actions and we observed their purchases. 
Hence, the data could be called revealed 
preference or observational data. They 
show the choices people made when pre-
sented with a market price and product 
attributes. But for developing elasticities 
and making critical pricing decisions, 
this observational data may not be the 
best to use and OLS may not be the best 
estimation method. There are some prob-
lems associated with observational data. 
For example, the data may suffer from: 
n Multicollinearity 
n Lack of variation 
n Timeliness 
n Existence 

There is another, more subtle problem: 
the people in the data mart self-selected 
to be there. 

The Self-Selection Problem 
Self-selection means that people chose 
to be in the data mart because of their 
purchase. If they purchased elsewhere 
or chose not to purchase at all because 
the price is too high, they would not be 
in the company’s data mart as a buyer; 
there would be no record of them. Yet 
they are there because they liked the 
product’s features (including price) better 
than a competitor’s product. 

For those in the data mart, all we know 
is what they bought and the price they 
paid. We don’t know what they com-
pared the product to in order to make 
their final purchase decision (basically, 
we don’t know the competitive price and 
features they saw). 

For all those in the data mart who made 
a purchase decision, there are many oth-
ers not in the data mart either because 
they chose not to buy anything or be-
cause they chose to buy the competitive 
product at a better price; we just don’t 
know which one. In short, we don’t 
know the true, total population of buy-
ers. 

The pricing analyst could argue that at 
least the competitive prices are known 
because the competitive assessment 
group in marketing tracks this data us-
ing input from the sales force, advertise-
ments, and surveys so this is not an is-
sue. Unfortunately, because the pricing 
analyst knows the prices and features 
does not mean the customers (and non-
customers) knew those same prices when 
they made their purchase decision. We 
also can’t say with certainty what pric-
es people saw because we simply don’t 
know. 

Impact of Self-Selection 
Since people self-selected to buy and thus 
appear in the data mart, the OLS esti-
mation will be impacted. Basically, be-
cause of self-selection, the sample is not 
a random sample; it’s biased. A random 
sample would provide a description of 
the entire purchasing population, not 
just the one in the company’s data mart. 

The OLS estimates will be inconsistent 
because the models fail to account for 
this self-selection; they’re misspecified. 
To put it briefly, inconsistency means 
that if we could allow the sample size to 
become larger, the OLS estimates would 
not converge to the true parameter value, 
in our case the elasticities; they would be 
biased. Intuitively, we want the estimates 
to be consistent so that in very large 
samples we get the correct answer. 

With a nonrandom sample, no matter 
how large the sample becomes it will 
still not reflect the true population of 
buyers. If the estimated elasticities based 
on the nonrandom, self-selected sample 
are biased, then how can we make the 
correct pricing decision? 

The whole purpose of modeling is to 
take the raw and chaotic data and extract 
the information needed for pricing to 
“beat the competition” in a competitive 
market. But if the estimated elasticities 
are wrong, then how can we beat any-
one? In fact, the competition will win if 
they use correctly specified models based 
on a random sample. 

The Basics of 
Misspecification 
The reason for the model misspecifica-
tion is that in self-selecting, people are 
making two decisions. The first is a ven-
dor choice decision – who they will buy 
from – and the second is a quantity deci-
sion – how much they will buy. The typi-
cal model outlined above focuses only 
on the second of the two decisions, the 
first being ignored. But the first cannot 
be ignored since they’re not independent. 
They’re functions, typically, of the same 
key drivers such as price and product at-
tributes. There are two models! 

The vendor decision model can be sum-
marized in a key ratio that is incorporat-
ed in the quantity decision model. Get-
ting this ratio is a complicated modeling 
issue, but with the right data that reflects 
the population and sophisticated soft-
ware, it can be done. This is a relevant 
variable that captures the first decision. 
To ignore this variable is to omit a rel-
evant variable and thus misspecify the 
model, and misspecified models lead to 
biased results. 

Handling the Problem 
This is a complicated problem, but there 
are two recommendations. First, recog-
nize that a problem exists because of self-
selection. This is not an insurmountable 
problem or a killer of data warehouses 
or data marts. But not to recognize it or, 
worse, ignore it is to help the competi-
tion win. 

Second, don’t rely solely on data ware-
houses and data marts as the source of 
all data. Aside from self-selection, the 
four other problems mentioned above 
still hold and have to be addressed. These 
are characteristics of observational data. 
Consider using discrete choice experi-
ments in which these problems, includ-
ing self-selection, are avoided. The self-
selection problem, for example, is a 
non-issue because the sample used in an 
experiment is a random sample of all po-
tential buyers. If the data mart is used, 
consider supplementing the data with a 
random sample of people who did not 
buy the product.


